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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This document contains descriptions and comparisons of the NX/2 Release 3.3 and CellOS

Release 1.1 operating systems for the Intel iPSC/860 (and iPSC/1 and iPSC/2) and Fujitsu
AP1000 scienti�c multicomputers respectively. The purpose of this document is to describe the
features and idiosyncracies of the two operating systems, and the machines on which they run,
for the purpose of easing the process of porting applications from the iPSC/860 to the AP1000

or vica versa. The sections of this document each descibe one particular facet of the operating
systems (such as message sending, or input/output facilities), and contrast the facilities provided
by NX/2 and CellOS and give recipes and hints for converting code that uses the particular

facilities.

1.2 Sources of information

The information in this document for the iPSC/860 architecture and the NX/2 operating system
was taken from example programs [1], manual pages [2] and manuals [3] made available by the

Technical Publications Department of the Intel Supercomputer Systems Division as well as mis-
cellaneous papers [4] [5]. Information for the AP1000 was taken from the available programming
manuals [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] produced by Fujitsu Research Labs1.

1.3 Nomenclature and document format

This document will use the nomenclature cell to refer to each individual processing unit of the
multicomputer, which is the AP1000 term, as opposed to the iPSC/860 and NX/2 term node.

The System Resource Manager (abbreviated to SRM) referred to in the iPSC/860 and NX/2
documentation is the equivalent of the host processor for the AP1000 system. NX/2 allows
host programs to run on workstations that are not the SRM, so a distinction is made between
the SRM hardware and the host (which may be a remote workstation or can be the SRM)

hardware. The AP1000 and CellOS term task for an instantiation of a program in a cell, is
termed a process on the iPSC/860 NX/2 system. The term task will be used to describe an
instantion of a program on either architecture.

1Actual experience of porting from NX/2 to CellOS was gained by porting the PICL Portable Instrumented
Communication Library to the AP1000 using the iPSC/860 port as an example implementation.
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In the tables given under each section, the iPSC/860 routines are given in the left of the ta-

ble, whilst the closest equivalent CellOS routines are listed on the right. If there is no equivalent
routine, the entry will contain a -. This document will concentrate on the C language imple-
mentations of NX/2 and CellOS, and all tables will use the C language versions of the operating
system routines. Routines which only have Fortran implementations and no correspondingly

named C language routine, will be given in UPPER CASE, where discussed2 In the accompa-

nying text, knowledge is assumed of either the AP1000 and CellOS or the iPSC/860 and NX/2,
since full details of the semantics of the routines and parameters is not given. The manuals for

both machines and operating systems should be referred to for more detailed information.

2 Cell and task allocation

Because of the di�erence in architecture (the iPSC/860 hypercube and the AP1000 torus mesh),
there are di�erences between the way cells are allocated. The iPSC/860 hypercube architecture
may be split into subcubes, with each subcube able to be allocated to di�erent users or a number

of subcubes to one user (via the getcube call, or via the command line getcube(1) command).
Each cube allocated via a getcube call is given a unique name, so that an attachcube command
can be executed, which has the e�ect of redirecting all subsequent operating system calls from
the host to the attached cube. Cubes may be explicitly released using relcube. Information

about all allocated cubes can be obtained using cubeinfo. Programs are loaded onto the cells
using the load routine, and are killed using the killcube or killproc routines3.

The AP1000 may only be con�gured as a two dimensional grid using the ycconfxy routine.

Cell programs are loaded using one of the routines ccreat, l ccreat, cxcreat or l cxcreat.

The versions of these routines beginning with l allow cell identi�ers speci�ed as parameters
to be loaded with programs on an individual basis, while the cx versions of the routines allow
scheduling priorities to be assigned to individual tasks.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

getcube(cubename, cubetype, srmname, keep, account) cconfxy(ncelx, ncely)

attachcube(cubename) -
relcube(cubename) -
cubeinfo(cubetable, numslots, global) -
load(filename, node, pid) ccreat(mname, tid, fmname1, tid1,g NULL)

- l ccreat(mname, acid, tid, fmname, acid, tid,g NULL)

- cxcreat(mname, tid, pri, fmname, tid, pri,g NULL)

- l cxcreat(mname, acid, tid, pri, fmname, acid, tid, pri,g NULL)

killcube(node, pid) -
killproc(node, pid) -

3 Information calls

The iPSC/860 numbers cells within a subcube in ascending order beginning from zero. The
AP1000 numbers cells using both a one dimensional cell identi�er and a two dimensional cell
identi�er in the two dimensional grid. Most CellOS operations also have variants that accept

(as a source or destination) absolute cell identi�ers, or relative cell identi�ers (to the calling
cell), in both one and two dimensional forms, as well as variants that accept a direction (North,

2NX/2 and CellOS have a central core of operating system routines that have equivalent names and an
equivalent number, type and ordering of parameters.

3Many of these routines can be executed as shell command from the nsh shell (see section 17.1), in hostless

mode. This means that a host program is not required, only cell programs.
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South, East and West in the AP1000 mesh). CellOS provides a plethora of conversion routines

between one and two dimensional cell identi�ers and their absolute, relative and directional
variants (given in the table below).

The NX/2 host identi�er is returned by myhost on the cells and mypid on the host and can
be used in communication routines. The NX/2 host process identi�er must be explicitly set

using setpid for each attached cube. The CellOS has a constant host identi�er that is returned

by gethcid on the cells only, and cannot be used for a source or destination ideniti�er in a
communication routine, but can only be used to check against the cell identi�er returned by

getmcid (see section 4). Similarly the CellOS host task identi�er is constant and is used only
to check against getmtid.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

mynode() getcid()

mypid() gettid()

myhost() gethcid()

- gethtid()

numnodes() getncel()

- getncelx()

- getncely()

setpid() -
- lin trec(acid, &acidx, &acidy)

- rec tlin(acidx, acidy)

- rlin tlin(rcid)

- rrec tlin(rcidx, rcidy)

- rrec trec(rcidx, rcidy, &acidx, &acidy)

- dir tlin(dir)

- dir trec(dir, &acidx, &acidy)

nodedim() -

4 Message information calls

The routines that return information about received messages are similar in CellOS and NX/2,

however the semantics of a probe (see section 7) call are di�erent on the AP1000 and the
iPSC/860. On the iPSC/860, the info routines will return the appropriate information for

the message that was either last received, or successfully probed for, whereas CellOS will only
return the information for the message that was last received (probes are ignored)4.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

infocount() getmsize()

infotype() getmtype()

infonode() getmcid()

infopid() getmtid()

5 Message sending

Point to point message sending between cells, or between cells and the host is similar on both

machines (for the simple cases only parameter order is changed). The valid values for message
types in CellOS are 0 to UMTYPE MAX (currently 65536) whereas the valid message types for
NX/2 range from 0 to 9999999995. In CellOS the h send routine is used to send a message

4The latest ANU version of the CellOS has getpsize, getptype, getpcid and getptid calls, that return
information only about the message last probed for, to overcome this de�ciency.

5NX/2 also has special forcetypes (with value between 1,073,741,824 and 1,999,999,999) that bypass the
normal ow control mechanisms, are not delayed by clogged message bu�ers on the nodes, and do not match the
{1 wildcard message type selector on receipt.
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to the host from a cell, whereas NX/2 uses the the cell sending routine csend with the host

identi�er returned by myhost as the destination. Broadcast to all cells is achieved in NX/2 by
specifying -1 as the node identi�er to the csend call, whereas it is a separate routine (cbroad
for both host and cell) in CellOS. The csend call in NX/2 is semi-synchronous, in that it blocks
until the message has been sent (but not necessarily received), whereas the message sent by an

l asend call in CellOS is not guaranteed to have left the cell before the call to the l asend

routine ends.
The CellOS send routines, the blocking and nonblocking receive routines, the probe routines

and the request routines all have consistently named variants. The l asend routine sends to a
cell number speci�ed by a one dimensional cell identi�er (the l pre�x in l a) and speci�ed to
be an absolute cell identi�er (the a in l a) while the l rsend routine sends to a cell speci�ed
by a one dimensional cell identi�er speci�ed relative to the sending cell (the r in l rsend). The

r asend and r rsend specify the destination cell using a two dimensional cell identi�er speci�ed
as absolute or relative to the sending cell respectively (the r pre�x). The nsend routine sends
in a North, South, East or West direction, the h send routine to the host and the isend routine
to a task in the same cell as the sender.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

csend(type, buf, bytes, node, tid) l asend(acid, tid, type, buf, bytes)

- l rsend(rcid, tid, type, buf, bytes)

- r asend(acidx, acidy, tid, type, buf, bytes)

- r rsend(rcidx, rcidy, tid, type, buf, bytes)

- nsend(dir, tid, type, buf, bytes)

csend(type, buf, bytes, myhost(), tid) h send(type, buf, bytes)

csend(type, buf, bytes, mynode(), tid) isend(tid, type, buf, bytes)

csend(type, buf, bytes, -1, tid) cbroad(tid, type, buf, bytes)

6 Blocking message receiving

The NX/2 operating system call crecv not only receives a message by blocking until a message

of the appropriate type has arrived , but also copies the message into the user supplied bu�er.
The CellOS splits these two operations into two separate functions, the receive routine, such

as crecv or l arecv to remove the message from the CellOS internal queue and the readmsg

routine to copy it to the user's bu�er. In CellOS a task may safely refer to the returned message
pointer directly, without copying the bu�er, but may not safely refer to the pointer after the
readmsg routine has completed. The NX/2 crecv routine does not allow the programmer to

choose the cell or task from which to receive a message (as l arecv allows in CellOS), only the
type of message that is to be received6.

The NX/2 cprobe call is used to wait for a message of a speci�c type, without actually
receiving the message into a bu�er, or removing it from the internal operating system queue.

After appropriate checks on the size and other characteristics of the message, the message can
be received with crecv. The AP1000 provides no CellOS routine that blocks on receipt of a
message but does not remove that message from the internal operating system message queue

(in other words an NX/2 cprobe followed by crecv is equivalent to the CellOS routine l arecv).
The CellOS receive calls have the usual absolute cell identi�er, relative cell identifer, direc-

tion, host and same cell variants.

6A loop involving the NX/2 cprobe call (for the speci�ed type) followed by the message information routines
to check on the source cell and source task (infonode and infopid), then followed by a crecv, can be used to
simulate the l arecv routine.
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iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

crecv(-1, buf, bytes) crecv()

crecv(-1, buf, bytes) l arecv(ANY CELL, ANY TASK, ANY TYPE)

crecv(type, buf, bytes) l arecv(ANY CELL, ANY TASK, type)

- l arecv(acid, tid, type)

- l rrecv(acid, tid, type)

- r arecv(acidx, acidy, tid, type)

- r rrecv(rcidx, rcidy, tid, type)

- nrecv(dir, tid, type)

- h recv(tid, type)

- irecv(tid, type)

cprobe(type) -

7 Non-blocking message receiving

Both NX/2 and CellOS have non-blocking check if a message has already arrived routines, but
unfortunately with many syntactic and semantic clashes between the names and meanings of
routines. The cprobe call in NX/2 is blocking, whereas the CellOS cprobe is non-blocking.
The NX/2 iprobe routine is a non-blocking routine that checks for message arrival, whereas in

CellOS the iprobe routine semantics are to check whether a message has been received from
a task in the same cell as the requester. The CellOS probe calls have the usual absolute cell
identi�er, relative cell identifer, direction, host and same cell variants.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

iprobe(-1) l aprobe(ANY CELL, ANY TASK, ANY TYPE)

iprobe(-1) cprobe(type)

iprobe(type) l aprobe(ANY CELL, ANY TASK, type)

- l aprobe(acid, tid, type)

- r aprobe(acidx, acidy, tid, type)

- l rprobe(rcid, tid, type)

- r rprobe(rcidx, rcidy, tid, type)

- nprobe(dir, tid, type)

- h probe(type)

- iprobe(tid, type)

The following CellOS calls are non-blocking, but if they �nd a message in the internal
operating system queue, they remove it from the queue, ready to be read using readmsg. NX/2
has no such routines; they must be simulated with a NX/2 iprobe call followed by a crecv

if the message was found. The CellOS non-blocking receive calls have the usual absolute cell

identi�er relative cell identifer, direction, host and same cell variants.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

- l aqrecv(acid, tid, type)

- l rqrecv(rcidx, tid, type)

- r aqrecv(acidx, acidy, tid, type)

- r rqrecv(rcidx, rcidy, tid, type)

- nqrecv(dir, tid, type)

- h qrecv(tid, type)

- iqrecv(tid,type)

- qrecv()

flushmsg -

NX/2 also has the flushmsg routine which can be used to remove messages from the oper-

ating system internal queues for the node, process and type speci�ed as parameters.
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8 NX/2 asynchronous message transfer

NX/2 has asynchronous message transfer routines which allow a send or a receive to be posted
with isend and irecv respectively. These routines return immediately and allow the program to

continue executing while the send or receive completes. The program can block on completion
of the send or receive operation using msgwait or the msgdone routine can be used to check
for completion of the operation. The msgcancel routine can be used to terminate a pending
asynchronous send or receive. The NX/2 routine isendrecv combines a message send with an

asynchronous receive as implemented by irecv.
There is no CellOS equivalent of the NX/2 hrecv call which registers a trap (actually in-

terrupt) handler to be called when a message of a certain type is received. The masktrap call

can be used to implement critical sections by disabling and enabling the interrupt which causes

the handler routine from being called7. The NX/2 routine hsend (not to be confused with the
CellOS routine h send which sends a message to the host) like tt hrecv, sends a message asyn-
chronously and calls a user written exception handler when the send is complete (the message

bu�er can be reused). The masktrap routine can be similarly be used to provide enable and
disable the interrupt. The NX/2 routine hsendrecv sends a message (synchronously) and posts
an asynchronous receive, which will call a handler when the message arrives (also maskable with
masktrap).

The CellOS l asend routine can be considered to be asynchronous, since the routine copies
the user bu�er into the operating system before sending (but there is no noti�cation of the
complete of the send).

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine

isend(type, buf, len, node, pid)

irecv(typesel, buf, len)

isendrecv(type, sbuf, slen, tonode, topid, typesel, rbuf, rlen)

msgwait(id)

msgdone(id)

msgcancel(id)

hrecv(typesel, buf, len, proc)

hsend(type, buf, len, node, pid, proc)

hsendrecv(type, sbuf, slen, tonode, topid, typesel, rbuf,rlen, proc)

masktrap(state)

9 CellOS synchronous message transfer

CellOS provides the xy send and xy recv calls that implement e�cient synchronous message
transfer between cells on the AP1000. The xy send is more e�cient than l asend for small

messages, since the message is not copied, but is sent directly from the user's bu�er. Since the
user bu�er is used directly, the message is guaranteed to have left the cell when the xy send

routine has �nished. The xy recv and xy recvs routines implement blocking receive routines
that receive directly into the user's bu�er (via the AP1000 hardware ring bu�er), with no

readmsg required. In this sense xy recv is equivalent to the NX/2 crecv call8.

AP1000 CellOS routine

xy send(rcidx, rcidy, type, msg, size)

xy recv(msg, size)

xy recvs(rcidx, rcidy, type, msg, size)

7Such functionality for CellOS would be extremely useful, and is being investigated at the ANU.
8The xy message sending and receiving routines are optimised for sending low latency small sized messages,

and lessen memory copying and the number of interrupts on both the sending and receiving cells.
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10 Send and reply message transfer

Both the CellOS and NX/2 have routines that implement round trip message transfer, or request
and reply in CellOS parlance. The NX/2 method is to use the csendrecv routine on the
requesting node which sends a message, and initiates a blocking receive for the reply. The
replying node uses crecv or other receiving routines to receive the message and csend or other

sending routines to return the reply. The CellOS method is to execute l arequest (or one of
the variants l rrequest, irequest, nrequest or h request) on the requesting node to send the
message followed by inreply (or the non-blocking qinreply) to receive the reply. The replying

node uses crecv or another receiving routine to read the message, isreqmsg to check whether
the message requires a reply, and the reply routine to send the reply9.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

csendrecv(type, sbuf, slen, tonode, topid, typesel, rbuf, rlen) -

- l arequest(acid, tid, type, msg, size)

- l rrequest(acidx, acidy, tid, type, msg, size)

- irequest(tid, type, msg, size)

- nrequest(dir, tid, type, msg, size)

- h request(type, msg, size)

- inreply(msgkey)

- qinreply(msgkey)

- isreqmsg()

- reply(msg, size)

11 Idiosyncratic communication methods

The CellOS uses dedicated hardware on the AP1000 to implement scatter and gather operations;
the host routines h sscatter and h rgather, and the cell routines h rscatter and h sgather.

The h sscatter routine sends a block of data from host memory over the broadcast network to
the cells which receive parts of the data using the h rgather routine, the particular part of the
data being speci�ed by the h rgather parameters. Data is gathered back from the cells into the
memory of the host which receives it using the h rgather routine. The cells send the data to be

gathered over the broadcast network using the h sgather routine, and specify the destination
of the gathered data with respect to the bu�er in host memory as parameters to the h sgather

rotuine. Full details of scatter and gather are beyond the scope of this document and are given

in [14].
The two dimensional torus communications network of the AP1000 gives rise to some very

architecture dependent broadcast techniques. The routines x brd and y brd allow a cell to send

a message to all cells in the same row or column of the con�gured network; each cell in the

same row or column must call x brd or y brd respectively and give the same source cell as the
parameter. Similarly xy brd broadcasts to all cells using the cell network.

The NX/2 routine gsendx implements multicast by sending a vector to a list of cells speci�ed
as parameters. The cells receive the data using the crecv or other receiving routine. The NX/2

gcol global communication routine catenates (in node order) the parts of a vector contributed
by each cell into a vector which is returned to each cell (each cell receives a catenated copy of
every cell's contribution to the vector). The gcolx routine has almost the same functionality as

gcol but the size of the vector each cell contributes must be the same on all cells.

9These request and reply routines are deprecated features and will be removed in new releases of the CellOS.
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iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

- h rscatter(msg, xinit, xskip, xsize, xspace, yinit, yskip, ysize, yspace)

- h sgather(msg, xinit, xskip, xsize, xspace, yinit, yskip, ysize, yspace)

- h sscatter(tid, msg, size)

- h rgather(tid, msg, size)

gsendx(type, x, xlen, nodenums, nlen) -
gcol(x, xlen, y, ylen, ncnt) -

gcolx(x, xlens, y) -
- x brd(acidx, msg, size)

- y brd(acidy, msg, size)

- xy brd(acid, msg, size)

12 Synchronisation

The NX/2 global barrier synchronisation primitive gsync is an imprecise global barrier syn-
chronisation among cells only (each cell must call this routine). The NX/2 routine waitone

blocks until the �rst of the processes speci�ed by its parameters terminates, and returns status

information about that process. The waitall routine blocks until all of the processes speci�ed
by its parameters terminate.

CellOS provides a number of synchronisation primitives that take advantage of the AP1000
hardware synchronisation network (the Snet), which allows each cell to either implicitly or

explicitly return a status of length USTAT MAX (currently eight) bits that is logically orred together
with the status from other cells.

The CellOS sync routine implements a precise barrier synchronisation that blocks until all
the cells call the sync routine with the same synchronisation number (the �rst sync parameter)

and returns the logical or of all the statuses supplied as the second parameter of the sync routine,
from all the cells. Cells can set their own status using pstat, get the current status using cstat,
or get the status that has been set by the host (using initstat) or by the cell (using pstat)

using the gstat routine.
The are a number of synchronisation primitives that are available only on the host. The

host may do a precise barrier synchronisation with all the cells using the hsync call, which must
be reciprocated by a call to hsync on all of the cells. The host may also check the status on

the synchronisation network using cstat. The waitstable routine blocks until all cell tasks
have reached a stable state where stable means that all cell tasks are either waiting for messages
or have terminated (the routine also returns the �nal status). The waitexit routine blocks
until all cells have exitted (and also returns the status when all cells have exitted). The isexit

routine also checks whether cells have exitted and returns a status, but returns immediately
without blocking. The iserror routine allows the host program to check whether any of the
cell tasks terminated due to an error (caught by CellOS), or returned a nonzero exit status.

The waitstat routine blocks the host until the status of the synchronisation network is equal
to the single waitstat parameter. The initstat routine may be used by the host to initialise
the status value on the synchronisation network, of all cell tasks.
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iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

gsync() -

waitone(node, pid, cnode, cpid, ccode) -
waitall(node, pid) -
- sync(no, stat)

- pstat(stat)

- cstat()

- gstat()

- hsync(stat)

- waitstable()

- waitexit()

- isexit()

- iserror()

- waitstat(stat)

- initstat(stat)

13 Input/Output

The NX/2 operating system allows cells access to the concurrent �le system CFS (implemented

on cells with local disks on the iPSC/860). Cells may use the UNIX open, creat, and dup to
create �les in the /cfs directory, and may access the �les using the NX/2 routines described
in this section. Normal synchronous writes and read may be done with cwrite and cread.

Asynchronous writing and reading is done by iwrite and iread with the iowait and iodone

routines used to block until the write or read is �nished, or check whether the read or write
has �nished respectively. The routines LSEEK and eseek, allow seeking to a position in the
�le speci�ed in normal or extended format (32 or 64 bit integers). The routines lsize and

esize allow the size of a �le to be changed to a size speci�ed by a normal or extended integer
respectively. The estat and festat routines return similar information to the UNIX stat

routine for a �le speci�ed by pathname or �le descriptor respectively. The iseof routine can
be used to tell if a �le pointer is at the end of �le. The setiomode and iomode set and get

the input and output mode, which determines whether each cell has its own �le pointer into
the �le and how concurrent reads and writes are handled. For example, mode 2 means that
concurrent writes append to a �le in cell order, and that each cell must do a write to the

�le. The restrictvol routine restricts the volumes to which �le blocks can be allocated. The
Fortran FORFLUSH routine ushes bu�ered data to the �le, while the FORCEFLUSH routine ushes
bu�ered data to a �le when an exception occurs.

CFS routine

cwrite(�ldes, buf, len)

cread(�ldes, buf, len)

iwrite(�ldes, buf, len)
iread(�ldes, buf, len)
LSEEK(unit, o�set, whence)
eseek(�ldes, o�set, whence)

esize(�ldes, o�set, whence)
lsize(�ldes, o�set, whence)

estat(path, buf)
festat(�ldes, buf)
iseof(�ldes)

setiomode(�ldes, mode)

iomode(�ldes)
restrictvol(�ldes, nvol, vollist)
FORCEFLUSH()
FORFLUSH(iunit)

The AP1000 has very simple stdio based output from the cells, restricted to stdout and

stderr only, mainly for debuging purposes.10.

10The Acacia �le system [15] [16] is being developed for the AP1000 at the ANU
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14 Timing and pro�ling functions

14.1 Timing functions

The NX/2 operating system gives access to three timing functions on the iPSC/860 nodes and

host. The hwclock routine returns the value of a 64 bit hardware timer, whose count rate is
speci�ed by the constant HWHZ. The dclock routine returns a double precision number that gives
the number of seconds that have elapsed since booting the iPSC/860 cube. The mclock routine
returns an integer value (measured in milliseconds) that can be used to do interval timing.

Note that all timer values are unsynchronised, and cannot be used directly to compare times on
di�erent nodes or between the host and nodes.

CellOS provides the dgettime routine that returns a double precision value that can be used
for interval timing. The resolution of the hardware clock on each cell is 1280ns and is calculated

from a 20 bit hardware timer which rolls over every 1.3s. Each cell clock is synchronised with
the other cell clocks, but not with the host.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine AP1000 CellOS routine

hwclock() -
dclock() dgettime()

mclock() -

14.2 Performance monitoring

14.2.1 iPSC/860 Performance monitoring - the PAT tools

NX/2 has a full suite CPU performance and communication behaviour monitoring routines, as

well as routines for user instrumented pro�ling of application programs. The monitoring is done
o�ine by running graphical tools on log �les produced by NX/2 programs11.

The following iPSC/860 routines implement execution based performance monitoring of For-
tran and C programs, that log the location of the program counter at regularly scheduled pro-

cessor events. The log can later be analysed using xtool.

C routines Fortran routines

xprof init(buffer, buflen, start, scale) KXPINI(buffer, buflen, start, scale)

xprof on() KXPON()

xprof off() KXPOFF()

xprof dmp(filename) KXPDMP(fname)

xprof inq() KXPINQ()

The following iPSC/860 routines allows logging of communication by user programs that can

later be analysed with ctool.

C routines Fortran routines

cprof on() KCPON()

cprof off() KCPOFF()

cprof dmp(filename) KCPDMP(fname)

cprof inq() KCPINQ()

The following iPSC/860 routines allow a programmer to instrument a C or Fortran program

with calls that log events into an event �le, that can later be analysed using etool. The events
take the form of an event index (which speci�es what type an event is) and a datum which is
an arbitrary piece of data to be logged. The eprof label call allows later analysis of the log to

11The C and Fortran compilers allow pro�ling of individual functions with information such as number of calls
to a function, with the respective amount of time spent in each function. The gathered pro�ling data can be
displayed using the prof860 utility.
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associate a title string with an event index, and a format string format str used to interpret

the logged event datum.

C routines Fortran routines

eprof init(numlog,numlab) KEPINI(labbuf, labsiz, logbuf, logsiz)

eprof on() KEPON()

eprof off() KEPOFF()

eprof dmp(filename) KEPDMP(fname)

eprof inq() KEPINQ()

eprof add(index, datum) KEPADD(index, datum)

eprof label(index, title, format str) KEPLAB(index, title, format)

eprof toginit(togptr, label) KEPTGI(toggle, label)

eprof toggle(togptr) KEPTOG(toggle)

14.2.2 AP1000 performance monitoring

CellOS and supporting software, implement the Runtime Monitor which is a primitive graphical
tool, to aid in determining the state of tasks (running, waiting, synchronising) and allows viewing
of the output from stdout of each cell.

CellOS and supporting software, also implements the Performance Analyser [17], that is used

to extract CPU performance information (and some task state and communication behaviour)
from logs of primitive operating system events collected by the CellOS kernel. The logs can be
dumped to a �le, or the performance analysis tools can extract the log information directly from
the CellOS log bu�ers in the cell memory. The performance information can be displayed as

textual summaries, or via an interactive graphical tool. The performance analysis logging can
be turned on and o� programatically using the trace start and trace end calls12.

15 Global Arithmetic and Logical operations

Both NX/2 and CellOS implement global arithmetic and logical operations among cells.
The NX/2 routines listed in the following table perform an arithmetic or logical operation

on the same element of a vector from all cells, for all elements in the vector speci�ed by each
cell. The size of the contributed vector must be the same for each cell, and each cell must also
provide a temporary work array of at least the same size as the contributed vector. The result of
the operation is returned in place of the contributed vector. The second letter of each operation

denotes the data type expected; s for single precision oating point float, d for double precision
oating point double, i for long integer (and in the case of the logical operations, the operation
is to be performed bitwise) and l for long integer (where logical operations are per integer).

Data type Maximum Minimum Product Sum

float gshigh(x, n, work) gslow(x, n, work) gsprod(x, n, work) gssum(x, n, work)

double gdhigh(x, n, work) gdlow(x, n, work) gdprod(x, n, work) gdsum(x, n, work)

long gihigh(x, n, work) gilow(x, n, work) giprod(x, n, work) gisum(x, n, work)

Data type And Or ExclusiveOr

long (bitwise) giand(x, n, work) gior(x, n, work) gixor(x, n, work)

long (per element) gland(x, n, work) glor(x, n, work) glxor(x, n, work)

12The LERP extensions to the CellOS kernel developed at the ANU allow tracing of all CellOS primitive events
at the kernel level. These trace �les can then be interpreted by a growing set of tools that implement such analysis
techniques as virtual channels, visualisation and compound event recognition [18] [19] [20] [21] . There has
also been a usage call added in the ANU version of CellOS that gives performance information similar to that
returned by the UNIX times or rusage calls.
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The NX/2 gopf routine is similar to the other global operations, but allows the programmer

to specify any commutative and associative function that is applied to every element of the
vector and the result returned to all cells.

The CellOS global arithmetic and logical functions can apply to all cells in the same row
(signi�ed by the x pre�x), the same column (signi�ed by the y pre�x) or to all cells (designated

by the xy pre�x). All data transfer for these routines takes place over the cell network. Each

cell supplies only one element of the type that it calculates (d for double precision double, f
for single precision float and i for integer int), and has the result returned in a separate

parameter. The max and min functions also return the index value of the cell that supplied
the maximum and minimum value, each cell supplying its index as a parameter to the routine.
Note that the amax and amin variants calculate an absolutemaximum or minimum respectively
while the normal max and min return the maximum or minimum respectively.

Data type Absolute maximum Absolute minimum

double x damax(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx) x damin(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx)

float x famax(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx) x famin(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx)

int x iamax(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx) x iamin(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx)

double y damax(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx) y damin(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx)

float y famax(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx) y famin(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx)

int y iamax(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx) y iamin(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx)

double xy damax(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx) xy damin(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx)

float xy famax(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx) xy famin(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx)

int xy iamax(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx) xy iamin(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx)

Data type Maximum Minimum

double x dmax(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx) x dmin(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx)

float x fmax(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx) x fmin(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx)

int x imax(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx) x imin(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx)

double y dmax(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx) y dmin(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx)

float y fmax(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx) y fmin(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx)

int y imax(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx) y imin(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx)

double xy dmax(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx) xy dmin(ddata, inx, &rddata, &rinx)

float xy fmax(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx) xy fmin(fdata, inx, &rfdata, &rinx)

int xy imax(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx) xy imin(idata, inx, &ridata, &rinx)

Data type Sum

double x dsum(ddata, dsum)

float x fsum(fdata, fsum)

int x isum(idata, isum)

double y dsum(ddata, dsum)

float y fsum(fdata, fsum)

int y isum(idata, isum)

double xy dsum(ddata, dsum)

float xy fsum(fdata, fsum)

int xy isum(idata, isum)

16 Miscellaneous NX/2 routines

16.1 Mathematics routines

NX/2 provides 64 bit integer routines to support extended Concurrent �le system (CFS) �le
sizes. The routines given in the following table perform arithmetic on the 64 bit integers, while
the etos and stoe routines convert between the 64 bit extended integer format and ASCII

strings.
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64 bit operation

eadd(e1, e2)

ecmp(e1, e2)

ediv(e, n)

emod(e, n)

emul(e, n)

esub(e1, e2)

etos(e, s)

stoe(s)

NX/2 also provides the fpsetmask routine to allow direct control over the 80387 oating

point unit exception mask.

16.2 Control ow

The NX/2 routine handler allows handlers to be registered for exceptions (low level hardware
exceptions) that may be raised by processes running on the nodes. The flick routine allows a

process to give up the processor to allow another process to run, blocking the process executing
the flick13. The only way to give up the processor to another task on the AP1000 under
CellOS is to execute a blocking receive, which causes the scheduler to run another process if one
is runnable.

iPSC/860 NX/2 routine

handler(etype, eproc)

flick()

16.3 Data conversion

Since host programs for the iPSC/860 may run on a remote workstation, whose byte order
(endianness) is not necessarily the same as the byte order of the cells or the system resource

manager, NX/2 provides routines to convert data to and from the host and node formats, in
place.

Data type Convert to Host from Node Convert to Node from Host

char CTOHC(sv, n) HTOCC(sv, n)

float CTOHF(sv, n) HTOCF(sv, n)

short CTOHS(sv, n) HTOCS(sv, n)

double CTOHD(sv, n) HTOCD(sv, n)

long CTOHL(sv, n) HTOCL(sv, n)

C language structures (when sent as message from the host to a cell) must have their byte
ordering converted, as well as having their (possibly di�erent) structure padding and alignment
restrictions adjusted. The NX/2 routines createstruc and relstruc allow remote workstations

with di�erent alignment and structure padding conventions to create a message from a C lan-
guage structure that can be transmitted and received into an equivalently de�ned structure on
the cells (with the cell padding and alignment restrictions).

13The NX/2 scheduler runs processes in a round robin fashion, running each process until a csend, crecv,
cprobe, or msgwait routine is executed, or for approximately 50 milliseconds. The flick routine is a delay
mechanism and not a synchronisation mechanism, since NX/2 does not know what the process is waiting for. The
process will regain the processor in its next sheduled time frame.
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iPSC/860 NX/2 routine

createstruc(ptr)

relstruc()

16.4 Extremely miscellaneous NX/2 routines

Gray code conversion routines are necessary for hypercube architecture application programs to
be able to determine a node's closest network neighbours. The forward conversion from number

to gray code is done by the gray routine, and the inverse conversion by the ginv routine.
The setsyslog routine redirects host output (either stdout or stderr) to the current �leserver

of the nodes. This is implemented as redirection to a syslog daemon, and can be used to ensure
that node and host output appear in the same log�le. The redirection can be cancelled using

killsyslog.
The NX/2 getiphosts routine returns a list of structures containing information about all

possible socket hosts (networked workstations that the system resource manager knows about

through such means as an /etc/hosts �le). The setiphost routine allows a cell to specify

to which network address socket calls (such as accept) apply, allowing nodes to take part in
communication with Internet hosts via socket connections.

The NX/2 led routine turns the LED on the node board on or o�14.

The NX/2 plogon and plogoff routines (requiring root privileges) turn logging of major
system events (such as cube allocation, cube deallocation, process initialization and process
completion) on and o� respectively.

The NX/2 newserver routine redirects the standard output of node programs to the standard

output of the host program, rather than the standard output of the getcube command when
used from the command line.

17 Support environment

17.1 Command line control

The caren program [12] [10] allows interactive access to the AP1000 via a command line inter-
face. Options, such as memory protection, CellOS kernel variables and performance or runtime
monitoring may be set from the caren command line before running a host program.

NX/2 provides the nsh shell which gives shell command line access to the commands in the
following table, that have equivalent semantics to the routines of the same name. This allows
programs to be run directly from the command line, without the need for a host process.

nsh command

archcube [-c cubename] attachcube [-c cubename]

getcube [-c cubename] [-t cubetype] [-h srmname] [-a account]

killcube [-c cubename] [-p pid] fnodeg
load [-c cubename] [-p pid] [-H] fnodeg filename fargumentsg

lsize [ -a ] size[k|m|g] file

relcube [-c cubename | -a | -f cubeid | -F]

startcube [-c cubename] [-p pid] fnodeg
waitcube [-c cubename] [-p pid] [-f] [-i] [-s] fnodeg

14There is a similar function called cap led that is an ANU extension to the CellOS that allows any combination
of the eight AP1000 node board LEDs to be turned on or o�.
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17.2 Compilation

CellOS provides the cc.cc7 and cc.ch7 compiler drivers to compile C language cell and host
programs respectively, and the f77.cc7 and f77.ch7 commands to compile Fortran cell and
host programs respectively15.

NX/2 provides the icc and if77 commands which compile both node and host programs
for the C and Fortran languages respectively.

17.3 Online Debugging

The CellOS, through the caren command line allows a modi�ed gdb debugger to be attached
to a task within any cell of the AP1000. When attached, normal serial debugging techniques
such as break pointing and inspection of variables may occur, but the gdb has no extensions for

parallel debugging.

NX/2 has the ipd debugger [22] which allows online access to all nodes of the iPSC/860 at
once. The ipd debugger has been designed to allow queries to be made of the state of the whole
machine, and to allow distributed breakpointing of SPMD style programs.
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